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Let's come up with 5 top
prompts for web design!
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Hi, I'm Leo!
Follow me for
AI Expertise



Why it's a timesaver: Chatbots
can enhance user interactions.

With this prompt, developers
receive a tailored integration

guide, streamlining the addition
process.

"List the steps to
integrate a chatbot into
a [specific platform or

framework, e.g.,
'Wordpress website']."
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"Detail a checklist for
ensuring cross-browser

compatibility for
[specific feature, e.g.,

'video playback']."
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Why it's a timesaver: Cross-browser
compatibility is crucial for consistent UX. This

tailored checklist ensures developers can
swiftly verify feature functionality across

various browsers.



Why it's a timesaver:
With the rising

popularity of dark
modes, having a
quick strategy to

implement this
feature saves

developers the
hassle of extensive

research.

"Explain strategies for
implementing a dark

mode toggle for a
website."
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Why it's a timesaver: Secure payment
integration is critical for e-commerce. A direct

guide allows for faster, reliable integrations,
reducing the need to navigate through

extensive docs.

"Provide guidance on
integrating third-party

payment gateways, like
[specific service, e.g.,

'Stripe'], into a web
application."
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Why it's a timesaver: Progressive web apps
offer enhanced user experiences. The

transition process is complex and best
approached stepwise in an organized fashion.

This prompt gives developers a clear path to
transition, removing the need for piecemeal

research.

"Provide a walkthrough
for creating a

progressive web app
(PWA) from an existing

website."
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Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you
feed it as part of your prompts, the stronger it

gets and the more it helps you.
 

Tell it about your job every time you prompt!

Remember to
Feed your AI
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Did you enjoy this carousel? Let me know in the
comments below, and consider reposting and

sharing this carousel!
 

Have your own tips, favorite prompts, or want
exposure? Feel free to comment below!

Thanks for dropping by!
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